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Cowper Griffith and main contractors

Newman Moore that they have produced a

range of buildings and external

landscaping that are highly-functional,

meet the latest modern standards yet retain

their real historic and traditional feel.

This enabled the installation of the historic

displays and interpretation material. Last

year I expressed my confidence in the

ability of our new consultants Smith and

Jones to produce something exceptional,

and that confidence was well-placed. Using

the mass of information assembled by our

Collections and Research team, they have

worked with us to produce an experience

which is both informative and engaging.

The sturdy wooden "build your own

windmill" set is a particular favourite.

Completion of the house at the very end of

last year enabled our Tea Room team to

move out of the bakehouse and commence

operations in the Miller's House. Our

tearoom manager, Marie Mooney and her

indefatigable team soon had it up and

running and it has proved hugely popular,

both with visitors to the Windmill and with

It is my very great pleasure to present to

you our 35th annual report on the principal

activities of the Heckington Windmill

Trust.

This report gives an overview of our activity

and progress. As the activities of the Trust

have grown, you will find in our printed

report updates from the wide range of

groups who together deliver the activities

of the Trust, including Milling and

Engineering, Research and Collections,

Tea Rooms and Bake House and our Shop

team.

It has been a year when our long-term

vision of a fully regenerated mill site has

finally been realised. After 10 years of

negotiating, fund-raising and planning, the

entire site has been restored to a condition

that is truly exceptional, and much-

admired by all our visitors.

The main building works were finished

soon after Easter, with the Piggeries,

Granary and Garage restored to their best

condition since the day they were built. We

are enormously grateful to our architects,
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the local community who have provided a

welcome base of regular customers.

As well as great food, the Miller's House is

also much enjoyed for its careful

restoration and fitting out with the

Edwardian Parlour being particularly

popular with visitors.

 All this meant that we were all ready when

it was announced in August that HRH The

Princess Royal would be visiting the

Windmill to formally open the

Regeneration Project - well almost. Much

hard work in the intervening week meant

that the whole site looked immaculate for

her arrival. We were delighted to be able

give as many people as possible the

opportunity to meet the Princess, and we

were able to present over 50 members of

Trust and project team to Her Royal

Highness. We were delighted and

honoured to be chosen to provide Her

Royal Highness with lunch, and to make

sure she enjoyed our full "field to fork"

experience. Thanks are due to our bake

house and tea room teams for doing such

a good job.   She thoroughly enjoyed her

visit. Although not scheduled to make a

speech, she took the opportunity to express

her own thoughts on the project and the

Trust, which were highly complementary.

She said,

"What has been done here is both

imaginative and sustainable. What has

been done has only been achieved through

local support and it is that understanding

and support locally that has made it

possible."

That was a truly remarkable day and one I

am sure many of us will remember for

many years to come.

But we have not forgotten or neglected our

primary purpose of opening the mill as

often as possible so that people can come

and enjoy this unique part or our national

heritage.  We owe particular thanks to the

shop team, and to Liz Desmond who stood

down as shop manager at the end of March.

We are very grateful for all she has done to

keep the shop and mill open during an

exciting but also challenging few years.

Our milling team have ground 4.5 tons of

flour - close to a record - and visitors have

very much enjoyed seeing the mill in action
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and the educational and informative tours

provided by the guides.  The flour team led

by Pat Bailey have done sterling work

packing all this for sale, and are very

appreciative of the flour bagging station on

the ground floor.

Increasing amount of our flour are being

used by our baking team, mainly to feed

our visitors in the tea rooms. This year for

the first time they used half a ton of flour-

quite an achievement.

The engineering team achieved a major

success when they completed two years of

negotiations with Lincolnshire County

Council that saw "Maud" an original

Tuxford steam engine over 125 years old

arrive at the Windmill. It is a delight to

have the engine and the mill back together,

and fantastic that it is back on public view

after 10 years in storage. The team are

hoping to have it ready for our threshing

weekend at the end of September. It is also

a measure of the standing of the Trust that

we are trusted with such important assets.

It is of course in this area that we had our

greatest sadness, with the tragic death of

engineering team leader Pete Lett in

February whilst working with the Ruston

oil engine. Pete greatly admired for his

quiet good humour and above all his

expertise and professionalism.

Our deepest condolences go to his widow

Ann and daughters. The Trust has been

co-operating fully with the police, the

coroner and the relevant health & safety

bodies. It is in these saddest times that an

organisation learns a lot about itself. We

found just how much the mill had meant

to Pete and what an important and positive

part of his life it was, and we are

enormously grateful to the family for their

on-going support and commitment. We

were overwhelmed with the support and

sympathy we received ourselves, from

across the milling and heritage movement

as well as in the county. We are particularly

grateful for the pastoral care provided by

Rev Alan Robson, the County Agricultural

Chaplain.  And finally, we learnt what a

strong and caring community we are

ourselves and the level of mutual support

to be found in the Trust.

And I think we sometimes don't always

appreciate what an exceptional

organisation the Trust is. We caught a

glimpse of that from the reaction of the
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Princess Royal during her visit. A woman

of discernment who has visited thousands

of such places in her lifetime was visibly

impressed by what has been achieved here,

and the people who have done it.

And although formally for next year's

report, our nomination for the Queen's

Award for Voluntary Service was

successful, and on June 2nd it was

announced that this honour has been

conferred in the Trust.  Described as "the

MBE for groups" it is the highest accolade

for voluntary organisations. The

nomination was full of praise for the Trust,

describing us as "hugely impressive as a

voluntary organisation…making an

excellent job of caring for a very special

part of the nation's heritage" and

"providing inspiration and lessons to other

voluntary groups".

This is what the world thinks of

Heckington Windmill Trust.

May I add my own thanks and admiration

for all that you do.
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volunteers and a refresher for the old

hands.  We also sent four of the new

volunteers on the SPAB Practical Flour

Miller’s Course which provides a good all

round introduction to milling, flour

management, and mill safety.

We are now milling Crusoe again, and

achieving good results. In total we milled

just under 5 tonnes of wheat, and around a

tonne of barley for brewing.

Towards the end of the year, the

millwrights identified wet rot in one of the

fan tail stocks which had weakened it along

with one sail board. The County Council

have the repairs in hand, although it will

be several months before the repairs are

completed.

After 30 plus years of bagging flour on the

meal floor, the old bagging furniture was

consigned to history with new purpose

made stainless steel tables and cupboards

being installed on the ground floor for the

bagging team.

With the mass of building work that went

on around the mill for the first part of the

year, we needed to work closely with

Newman Moore to ensure our activities did

not delay or interfere with their work

schedule.  We built up a good working

relations with all the contractors, and they

certainly enjoyed watching the sails turn

when we used the mill during their

working day.

We started the year milling Skyfall wheat

for the first time.  It produced a good

quality high protein flour popular with

bakers, however it had a tendency to clog

the mill stones requiring us to lift both the

west and French stones for cleaning.

While they were lifted, we took the

opportunity to progress rebalancing the

west running stone.  This has been a long

standing defect which is now improved, but

will need further work this year.  We

dressed the French stones which was a

good opportunity for training our newer
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We were very honoured to welcome HRH The Princess Royal to the windmill on a blustery

day in October 2017 to formally open our Heritage Lottery Funded Regeneration Project.

The Princess Royal was welcomed to

the windmill by Mr Toby Dennis, Lord

Lieutenant of Lincolnshire

Princess Anne braved the wind and came

out onto the balcony, much to the delight

of the crowds below.

Over 300 guests were invited to

the opening, but there was

plenty of space for the villagers

to see the Princess as she

toured the site

Chairman Charles Pinchbeck took Her Royal

Highness on a tour of the site, meeting

members of our volunteer team along the

way.
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Before leaving she took time to visit the school

children who were lined up waiting to see a

real Princess!

Enjoying a joke with the team from the

Miller’s House who were busy preparing

a Royal lunch.

Sandwiches,

Beef and Ham from Gary Simpson

Marie’s Special Cheese Savoury

Our Own Onion and Herb Tarts

Abbey Parks Pork Pie

Lincolnshire Crudités

Our Own Damson Porter Plum Loaf

Our Own Chocolate Brownies

Strong Black Coffee

The Princess asked many questions about

the windmill and how it operated.

Her Royal Highness gave a speech before unveiling a plaque. She said:

“To congratulate everybody who has been part of this long term project”

“Imaginative and sustainable”

“Genuinely a unique place”

“Properly funded and properly finished”
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Work funded by LCC is now well in hand

to repair and paint all the mill tower

windows and doors, and painting the tower

and structural repairs to one of the mill

floor are scheduled for next year.

There were 13 outreach talks carried out,

raising around £900 with fees and direct

sales, which reached some 370 people.  We

also attended and event at Easton Walled

Garden in September which proved a

success and will be repeated again this year.

The major task for the Engineering Group

was to rebuild the Hurst Frame and install

the engine which will drive it.  The Hurst

frame nears completion, with the stones in

place, the new hopper installed on the meal

floor, and the belt change-over mechanism

being manufactured.  The Ruston Engine

installed onto its new concrete plinth in the

engine shed.  We achieved the first in situ

run of the engine in time for the opening

of the mill by the Princess Royal.  She

admired the running engine and spent

some time talking to the Engineering

Group about it’s history and the work they

had undertaken.

You will know that during one of the last

proving runs of the engine, the

Engineering Group Team Leader Pete Lett

was killed in a tragic accident. He will be

sorely missed by the team, but we are

hoping work will shortly recommence on

the engine and Hurst Frame installation

and we plan to be milling on the Hurst

Frame by this Christmas.

The year also saw much progress on the

repair to the Farm Mill.  Whilst it has had

to take second place to the engine/Hurst

installation, this delightful mill which we

are restoring as part of the 10 year loan is

getting closer to running again for the first

in 50 years.  The wooden drive cogs have

been replaced and new millstone casings

made.

The Engineering Group has also been

involved in moving and repair of

machinery and equipment now used as

part of the interpretation in the Granary,

and of course the never ending list of

on-site engineering task.
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It has been another busy year with the

move of the shop and ticket sales from the

the ground floor of the mill into the granary.

There has been a very positive response

from our visitors to the new visitor centre

and entrance area.  The flour products

continue to sell very well with the porridge

oats always popular

We held a number of special events on site

including our every popular threshing

weekend with visitors using the tea rooms,

gardens and courtyard to enjoy the

activities and stalls on site.

The Christmas hampers were again

popular, with the smaller size selling well.

An Edwardian Christmas was the theme

this year and volunteers dressed as carol

singers providing entertainment for the

visitors who had braved the cold weather.

Finally, we are pleased to welcome Penny

Johnson to the shop team this year as our

new shop manager.

The baking team continued to meet under

the management of Veronica and, as well

as keeping the tea room fully supplied,

were able to run the ‘pop up’ shop weekly

from October to December.  This enabled

orders for Christmas cakes to be taken as

well as cake pre-orders for the following

week.   Our most popular recipes being the

Plum Porter and Jordan cakes.  The

Christmas cakes proved popular with a

total of 31 sold.

Finally, we would to thank Ciaron for

taking over the baking of scones, soda

bread and Plum loaves for us during the

year, it has been very much appreciated as

the tea rooms get busier.
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The Tea Room team were delighted to move

back into the newly refurbished and

extended tearooms in the Miller's House.

Under the management of Marie, the tea

room has continued to move from strength

to strength as the variety of food and drink

on offer has been widened and the overall

popularity of the tearoom has increased.

The reputation it holds as a place to eat,

relax and bring families has been well

maintained. The tea room is making plans

with the bakehouse team to increase the

repertoire to include quiches and seasonal

cake recipes for the summer and the rest

of the year.

It has been another busy year for the

Collections Team.  We are continuing to

work towards gaining Full Museum

Accreditation with Arts Council England.

We are still researching the history of the

mill, and have embarked on an oral history

programme to preserve people's memories

associated with the mill; having purchased

recording equipment and completing a

professional oral history training session.

We are also carrying out conservation of

items in preparation for display around the

site. The substantial donation from the

Mercers' Company has enabled installation

of a new database and funded an associated

training workshop to teach team members

how to catalogue the collection.

We now have a Collection Development

Policy in place which gives comprehensive

guidance on the things we collect. Thanks

to all those who have kindly donated items

and archival material over the last year.
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This last year has been an extremely busy

and exciting one for the members of the

Project Board.

Spring 2017 saw the completion of the

works on site by the builders Newman

Moore of Sleaford and the handover of keys

from the site manager in May meant that

were were able to gain access into the

buildings to start putting our own stamp

on the site.

Interpretation panels and interactive

displays were installed by our volunteer

teams who worked alongside our

interpretation consultants Smith and

Jones.  The displays are a culmination of

some hard work by our research team

gathering the history of the site and the

families who lived and worked here in the

past.

The interpretation items includes a wind

interactive display that is located at the

front of the piggeries building which

teaches children about how the wind and

the windmill.

Easter marked the opening of the Miller's

House Tea Rooms which have been

converted by local builder Garry Farmer.

The garden room and conservatory

extensions provide our visitors with

wonderful seating areas with views of the

windmill and garden.

The tea rooms were an instant success

when they opened and visitors are treated

to delicious, seasonal food and cakes baked

in the bakehouse using Heckington

Windmill flour.

The original rooms in the building have

been beautifully re-created by the research

team into an Edwardian Parlour and

Miller’s 1930’s Study using items sourced

through local antique, charity and junk

shops!

The upstairs of the Miller’s House has been

fitted out as a meeting room for volunteers

and provides space for the research team

to sort objects and also has a small kitchen

area for volunteers to have a well deserved

cup of tea.
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With the project drawing to completion in

2018, we have been hard at work on the

other areas within the activity plan. This

includes the production of education packs

for school visits, a Guide and Scout

challenge badge and a climbing frame for

the garden.

Our Project Manager, David Hickie

completed his contract with us in 2017 and

we are very grateful to him for all his hard

work over the last few years providing

guidance and expertise along the way.

The highlight of the year was the official

opening in October by HRH The Princess

Royal, Princess Anne.   We were delighted

that she was able to join us for our

celebration opening event and it was a

perfect opportunity to show off the site to

all our other funders and supporters who

have been so supportive along the way.

But the regeneration project is not just

about the building works and the activities

that can been seen around the site.  There

are also a large number of other works that

have been provided by project funds that

are not seen, but are just as important.

These include:

● Footfall monitors at each entrance to

count the number of visitors to site

● A CCTV and alarm system helps reduce

our insurance premiums

● Training for volunteers in milling & first

aid

● New tills & card machines for the shop

and tea rooms

● Printing of leaflets and promotion of the

newly renovated site.

● Outdoor bins and equipment for the

maintenance of garden and grounds

● And much, much more

Work continues behind the scenes to

complete the Heritage Lottery Project

including an evaluation report on how the

project has been achieved and lessons that

can be learnt, along with a 5 Year Business

Plan for the Trust that provides a structure

for the next five years going forward.
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